Abstract. The paper aims to develop for sequence spaces E a general concept for reconciling certain results, for example inclusion theorems, concerning generalizations of the Köthe-Toeplitz duals E × (× ∈ {α, β}) combined with dualities (E, G), G ⊂ E × , and the SAKproperty (weak sectional convergence). Taking
Introduction.
In summability as well as in investigations of topological sequence spaces E the duality (E, E β ), where E β denotes the β-dual of E, plays an essential role.
For example, if an FK -space E has the SAK -property (weak sectional convergence), then the topological dual E can be identified with E β . Further and more deep-seated connections between topological properties of the dual pair (E, E β ) and the SAK -property, the continuity of matrix maps on E and the structure of domains of matrix methods have been presented, for example, in well-known inclusion theorems by Bennett and Kalton [3, Theorems 4 and 5] (see also [5, 6] for generalizations).
The SAK -property has been generalized and modified by several authors in different directions whereby several generalizations and modifications of the notion of the β-dual has been treated: Buntinas [8] and Meyers [15] as well as further authors have investigated the STK -property (weak T -sectional convergence) in K-spaces E and the corresponding β(T )-duals, where T is an Sp 1 -matrix; Fleming and DeFranza [10, 11] have dealt with the USTK -property (unconditionally weak T -sectional convergence) and the corresponding α(T )-dual in case of an Sp * 1 -matrix T . That complex of problems is also connected with the USAK -property of sequence spaces (cf. Sember [19] , Sember and Raphael [18] as well as Swartz [20] , Swartz and Stuart [21] ), in particular properties of the duality (E, E α ) where E α denotes the α-dual of E; moreover, Buntinas and Tanović-Miller [9] investigated the strong SAK -property of FK -spaces.
In the present paper, we define and investigate-on the base of the general notion of a sum introduced by Ruckle [17] -dual pairs (E, E S ) where E is a sequence space, S is a K-space on which a sum is defined in the sense of Ruckle, and E S is the linear space of all corresponding factor sequences. In this connection we introduce and study in Sections 3 and 5 the SK -property which corresponds with the SAK -property and the so-called quasi-matrix maps A, respectively. In particular, we describe the continuity of A and a natural topological structure of the domain F A of A where F is a K-space. By means of those results, in Section 6 we formulate and prove in that general situation the mentioned inclusion theorems as well as a further theorem of Bennett-Kalton type due to Große-Erdmann [12] . The fact that all mentioned modifications of the SAK -property and of the β-dual are special cases of the SK -property and the factor sequence space E S , respectively, enables us to deduce in Section 7 from the general inclusion theorems, proved in this paper, those in the listed special cases.
Notation and preliminaries.
The terminology from the theory of locally convex spaces and summability is standard, we refer to Wilansky [23, 24] .
For a given dual pair (E, F ) of linear spaces E and F over K (K := R or C) we denote by σ (E,F), τ(E, F), and β(E, F ) the weak topology, the Mackey topology and the strong topology, respectively. If (E, τ E ) is a given locally convex space, then E * and E denotes respectively, the algebraic dual of E and the topological dual of (E, τ E ).
A sequence space is a (linear) subspace of the space ω of all complex (or real) sequences x = (x k ). The sequence space ϕ is defined to be the set of all finitely nonzero sequences. Obviously, ϕ = span{e k | k ∈ N}, where e k := (0,...,0, 1, 0 ...)
with "1" in the kth position, and ϕ contains obviously for each x ∈ ω its sections
If a sequence space E carries a locally convex topology such that the coordinate functionals π n (n ∈ N) defined by π n (x) = x n are continuous, then E is called a K-space. For every K-space E the space ϕ is a σ (E ,E)-dense subspace of E where ϕ is identified with span{π n | n ∈ N}. A K-space which is a Fréchet (Banach) space is called an FK -(BK-)space. The sequence spaces
(together with their natural norm) are important as well as well-known examples of BK -spaces. Furthermore, ω is an FK -space where its (unique) FK -topology is generated by the family of semi-norms r k , r k (
For sequence spaces E and F we use the notation
In this way, the well-known α-dual E α and β-dual E β of E are defined as E α := E and
If E is a K-space that contains ϕ, then
is called f -dual of E. (Note, throughout we will use the notation u p := (p(e k )) for each functional p : E → K.) Moreover, we put
where Φ is the set of all finite subsets of N directed by "set inclusion" (cf. [18, 19] ). 
Following [5, 6] is generated by a family ᏽ of semi-norms, and, moreover, let s ∈ S be a sum on S (cf. [17] ), that is,
Furthermore, let E be a sequence space containing ϕ. 
we get the dual pairs (E, E β ) and (E, E α ), respectively, which play a fundamental role in summability and the study of topological sequence spaces.
Obviously, E β ⊂ E if E is a K-space and (E ,σ (E ,E)) is sequentially complete. For example, the latter holds for all barrelled K-spaces. In view of this remark it is natural to ask for sufficient conditions in order that the inclusion E S ⊂ E holds (up to isomorphy). Aiming an answer to this question we mention (cf. Theorem 2.1) that a matrix map A : E → S is continuous if one of the following conditions occurs:
with the Mackey topology τ(E, E ), and (E ,σ (E ,E)) is sequentially complete.
(B) S is an A ϕ -space and E is a barrelled K-space.
In particular, (A) as well as (B) implies for each y ∈ E S the continuity of the matrix map diag y : E → S. Thus we have the following proposition. 
) is an SK -space for each sequence space E with E ⊃ ϕ.
The latter remark is an immediate consequence of the following result which will be useful in the sequel: Let E be a sequence space containing ϕ and F be a K-space
Remark 3.5. (a) In the particular case of (3.2) and (3.3) the SK -property is identical with SAK and USAK, respectively.
(
or (B) holds, then E f ⊂ E S forces E to be an SK -space. Indeed, in the latter situation
The solid topology.
A sequence space E is solid provided that yx ∈ E whenever y ∈ m and x ∈ E. In this situation x ∈ E if and only if |x| :
Motivated by Große-Erdmann [12] we introduce some notation.
Notation 4.1. Under the assumption that S is solid for a K-space E containing ϕ we put
where ᏼ E denotes the family of all continuous semi-norms on E.
In the particular case of (3.3) we get (cf. [12, page 502])
We assume throughout this section that S is solid and the sum s ∈ S is a positive functional, that is,
An important example for this situation is given in (3.3). We are going to present a further one.
Example 4.2. Let T = (t nk ) be a normal Sp 1 -matrix such that t nk ≥ 0 (n, k ∈ N). We put
As we may easily check, (S, [T ] ) is a solid BK -space (containing ϕ). Now, we will show that there exists a positive sum s on S.
First of all, we note that (m, 
, we get that T −1 e is an interior point of the positive cone 
, and s is a sum since T is an Sp 1 -matrix. The locally convex topology ν(E, G) on E generated by the semi-norms p |y| (y ∈ G) with
is called the solid topology corresponding to the dual pair (E, G).
Proof. The statement (a) follows from Remark 4.3(b) and the fact that E S is solid.
Obviously, by Remark 3.4(b) we get that (a) implies (b). (c) Let p be a continuous semi-norm on (E, ν(E, E
The following proposition is in the particular case of (3.3) a result due to Große-Erdmann (cf. [12, Theorem 3.2] and the erratum in [13] ). β(G, E) ⊂ ν(G, E) , which is equivalent to the barrelledness of (G, ν(G, E) ).
(b)⇒(a). Suppose B is σ (E,G)-bounded subset of E. Then the semi-norm p defined by p(y) := sup x∈B |s (yx)| (y ∈ G) is continuous on (G, β(G, E)), which forces β(G, E) 
is dominated by v. If G is solid, then ν(E, G)-and σ (E,G)-boundedness of subsets of E are obviously equivalent, thus "(a) (c)" holds.
Quasi-matrix maps.
Aiming the extension of some well-known inclusion theorems due to Bennett and Kalton, we consider in the sequel the so-called quasi-matrix maps.
Definition 5.1. Let S be a K-space with a sum s ∈ S and let A = (a nk ) be an infinite matrix and a (n) its nth row. Then the linear map
where E is a linear subspace of the sequence space
Moreover, for every sequence space F the sequence space
is called a domain of A relative to F and c A is called the domain of A; if x ∈ c A , we put
Note, Ax = Ax if the matrix A is row-finite.
First of all we give sufficient conditions for the continuity of quasi-matrix maps. Proof. Let A : E → F be a quasi-matrix map defined by (5.1). We put ∆ A := {f ∈ F | f • A ∈ E } and show ∆ A = F ; then A is weakly continuous, hence continuous since E carries the Mackey topology τ(E, E ). First of all we note ϕ ⊂ ∆ A . Indeed, if w = (w 1 ,...,w n 0 , 0,...) ∈ ϕ and f (y) := n w n y n (y ∈ F), then we get
The case (A ). Since (E ,σ (E ,E)) is sequentially complete, then ∆
A ∩F = ∆ A . There- fore, the fact that F is an L ϕ -space implies F = ϕ ∩ F ⊂ ∆ A ∩ F = ∆ A .
The case (B ). The barrelledness of E implies ∆
Now, we are going to define a K-topology on the domain E A , where E is a K-space topologized by a family ᏼ of semi-norms and A is a quasi-matrix map defined by (5.1). The set 
Proof. First assume that S and F α (α ∈ Ꮽ) are L ϕ -spaces and (E, τ E ) is a Mackey K-space such that (E ,σ (E ,E)) is sequentially complete. Moreover, let A : E → F be a matrix map. Because of Theorem 2.1(a) the map A : E → F α is continuous for each α ∈ Ꮽ. This implies the continuity of
For the case of A ϕ -spaces we use Theorem 2.1(b).
Proposition 5.4. If E and S are L ϕ -spaces (A ϕ -spaces), then (E A ,τ E A ) topologized by the family Q ∪{p • A | p ∈ ᏼ} of semi-norms is also an L ϕ -space (A ϕ -space).

Proof. Obviously, E A is a K-space. First of all we verify that (E
is an L ϕ -space: if E and S are L ϕ -spaces, then ω A is also an L ϕ -space. By Theorem 5.2, the maps 4) are continuous. This implies the continuity of the identity map i :
For the case of A ϕ -spaces we use the fact that (E A ,τ(E A ,ϕ b )) is an A ϕ -space. We extend moreover a theorem due to Große-Erdmann (cf. [12] ) which is of the same type as the mentioned theorems of Bennett and Kalton. There are no new ideas in the proofs, however for the sake of completeness we give them in a brief form. 
Remark 5.5. If E is a separable FK -space and S is a separable BK -space, then (E A ,τ E
A holds for every quasi-matrix map A. 
Proof. (a)⇒(b) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.2(A ), (b)⇒(c) is obviously valid whereas (c)⇒(d) follows from Remark 3.4(b). Furthermore, "(d)⇒(e)" is true since c A is an L ϕ -space and (c
A ) SK ⊂ Λ S⊥ A . (e)⇒(a). If (a (n) ) is a Cauchy sequence in (E S ,σ (E S ,E)), then E ⊂ c A ,
(b) Each quasi-matrix map A : (E, τ(E, E s )) → F is continuous when F is an
A ϕ -space.
(c) The inclusion map i : (E, τ(E, E S )) → F is continuous whenever F is an
( 
f) Every σ (E S ,E)-bounded subset of E S is relatively sequentially σ (E S ,E)-compact.
Proof. (a)⇒(b) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.2(B ), (b)⇒(c) is obviously valid. (c)⇒(d) follows from Remark 3.4(b). (d)⇒(e) is true, since m
B.
Obviously, (b (r ) ) is bounded in (ω, τ ω ), thus we may choose a coordinatewise convergent subsequence (a (n) ) of (b (r ) ). Because of the σ (E S ,E)-boundedness of {a (n) | n ∈ N} we get E ⊂ m A , where A is the quasi-matrix map defined by the matrix
Hence B is relatively sequentially compact in (E S ,σ (E S ,E)). Motivated by Große-Erdmann [12, Theorem 4.1], we prove next an inclusion theorem which gives a connection between the barrelledness of (E, ν(E, E S )) and the implica-
Theorem 6.3. Let S be a solid A ϕ -space with a positive sum s ∈ S . Let E be any sequence space containing ϕ. The following statements are equivalent:
Proof. (a) (b) is a part of Proposition 4.5, (a)⇒(c) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.2(B ), (c)⇒(d) is obviously true, and (d)⇒(e) follows from Proposition 4.4(c). (e)⇒(d). For every
First of all we remark that (E, ν(E, E S )) is separable as an SK -space. Thus, we have to show that it is ω-barrelled, that is, that every countable
For a proof of this we consider the quasi-matrix map A defined by the matrix A = (a
x ∈ E. Consequently, the equicontinuity of {a (n) | n ∈ N} is proved.
Applications.
In this section, we deal with applications of our general inclusion theorems to the case of certain dual pairs (E, E S ). In various situations we discuss connections between weak sequential completeness and barrelledness on one hand and certain modifications of weak sectional convergence on the other hand. Clearly, S endowed with its (separable) FK -topology is an L ϕ -and A ϕ -space. We have (cf. [8, 15] )
for each sequence space E and
Aiming a characterization of quasi-matrix maps in this context we need the following concept (cf. [7] ): let ᐂ be a double sequence space, that is a linear subspace of the linear space Ω of all double sequences y = (y nr ), and let Ꮽ = (A (r ) ) be a sequence of infinite matrices A (r ) = (a (r ) nk ) n,k . We put
If there exists a limit functional on ᐂ, say ᐂ-lim, then the summability method induced by ᐂ Ꮽ and the limit functional and Ꮽ = (A (r ) ) is any sequence of matrices, then
FK -space and Ꮿ cᏭ is a closed separable subspace of Ꮿ mᏭ . The introduced notation enables us to describe quasi-matrix maps in the situation of (7. 
Then S equipped with its (separable) FK -topology is an L ϕ -and A ϕ -space. We have (cf. [10, 11] )
for any sequence space E. Moreover, if E is a K-space containing ϕ, then we obtain
For a description of quasi-matrix maps in the situation of (7.8) we introduce the double sequence spaces Applying the main Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 to the situation of (7.8), we get the following inclusion theorems. Theorem 7.5. For any sequence space E with ϕ ⊂ E the following statements are equivalent: 
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